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New Additions

Sweet Arrivals

New Additions

Alicia Drasen welcomed

Whitney Tarvin welcomed

Whitney Richards welcomed

Madison Ann Drasen on 3/22/17

Raylee Elizabeth Tarvin on 5/31/17

Rhett David Richards on 9/14/17

Ashley Ford welcomed

Erin Dobbs welcomed

Sam Riddels welcomed

Keegan James Dobbs 10/9/17

Roy Grisham Riddels on 11/3/17

Amelia Catherine Ford on 9/9/17

Arts Fest 2017
I was so excited to chair Arts Fest again
this year. After a rocky start on getting
sponsorships for the t-shirts, Blake Utter
Ford agreed to sponsor again along with a
new sponsor Nautilus. And we can't forget
our faithful sponsor for the bounces
houses, Pediatric Dental Specialist!
This year we decided to have Arts Fest
follow the them of Charity Ball, Run for
the Roses! With some collaboration form
Mrs. Kate Corder and Nancy Sims from
Texoma Neon, we got the perfect design
for the t-shirts. We had 350 shirts and all
were painted by the end of the day! It is
always such a joy to see the sweet faces of
all of the kids, whether it be the
excitement of the bounce houses or the
"Job Well Done" smile after seeing their
finished master pieces.
We also were a part of an awesome
Community Art Project! Tedra Franklin
with Painting with a Twist and Sean
Vanderveer came up with an amazing
idea to create a bottle cap mural to be
displayed in downtown Sherman! With
their creative minds and the help from
kids and parents at Arts Fest, a
BEAUTIFUL mural was created!

Kid's Alley

Arts Fest 2017
I want to thank everyone for their help and support again this year. I know
many of you took on extra shifts and it was greatly appreciated! I also would
like to thank the SOS girls and Lucas Taylor for their help. We couldn't have
done it without them!
Until Next Year,
Erin Ingram
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